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Tag Lines / By-Line
By-Line:
Author, Ray Palla
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Long Tagline / Mini Bio:
Ray Palla is the author of SIMPLE TRIPLE STANDARD and KRILL
AMERICA. Ray is a lifetime member of the Texas Radio Hall of
Fame and was a large market news reporter and anchorman for
almost three decades and then completely changed career paths
to become a successful computer database programmer for near
twenty years. He has held some type of paying job since he was
eight years old when he started pushing his father’s lawn mower
and bicycling newspapers across miles of their hometown,
Taylor, Texas. Having traversed the United States extensively
from Seattle to Miami, and Boston to San Diego, Ray presently
lives near Austin with his RV packed and ready to travel, along
with his imaginary word seeking dog, Ranger Wordsmith. His
website is self-crafted at http://RPalla.com.
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Medium Tagline:
Ray Palla is the author of SIMPLE TRIPLE STANDARD and KRILL
AMERICA. Both novels have five star ratings on Amazon and
Barnes & Noble. Ray is a lifetime member of the Texas Radio
Hall of Fame and was a large market news reporter and
anchorman for almost three decades and then completely
changed career paths to become a successful computer database
programmer for near twenty years. Ray has traversed the United
States extensively from Seattle to Miami, and Boston to San
Diego. He presently lives near Austin with his RV packed and
ready to travel, along with his imaginary word seeking dog,
Ranger Wordsmith. His website is at http://RPalla.com.
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Short Tagline 1:
Ray Palla is a court jester of sorts and frequent contributor to
the Urban Dictionary with words he discovers or simply makes
up. He blogs at http://author-ray-palla.tumblr.com.
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Short Tagline 2:
Ray Palla is by his own account, “an antiquated juvenile
delinquent” and frequent contributor to the Alzheimer’s
Foundation and Texas Books for the Blind. His website is
http://RPalla.com.
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